Four letters by Georg Kreisel
In October 1982 I visited the Mathematics Dept. of ETH in Zürich for about three weeks, upon a
kind invitation by Erwin Engeler. Georg Kreisel was spending a few months in the same
department and I had the occasion to discuss with him about a notion of Gödel numbering and
parametrization I had that could yield a simple approach to computability in higher types. We
continued our discussion by correspondence (on paper, of course). It is well-known that Kreisel
loved to discuss by writing letters and to express very critical (and stimulating) appreciations about
new work. As a matter of fact, his letters ask for more motivations and applications, suggest further
links to existing work …. Unfortunately, I have lost my answers. I could find though (and upload)
the ETH preliminary note (typewritten by a secretary in one day) Kreisel is referring to and that
served as a basis for our discussions. This short text contained just the notion and the conjectures I
was exploring and that interested Kreisel. This notion and the conjectures were later developed (and
proved) in joint work with my students Simone Martini and Eugenio Moggi, in different directions
(type-free and typed systems). The papers with Eugenio, by his crucial mathematical contribution,
allowed to prove some non obvious theorems and answer part of the questions raised in this
exchange of letters. For example, as for Kreisel's remark that something natural geometrically may
be artificial computationally (and viceversa, I dare to add), we could show the computational
pertinence of the approach as a simpler way to construct classical higher type recursive functionals,
while the diagrammatic and “universality property” it is based on, hints to its categorical-geometric
naturality.
Two of these papers may be found in the last section of my downloadable papers (“1980's: Some
of the Good Old Papers that Resist”), jointly to a reference to a very interesting recent article:
J.R. Cockett, P.J. Hofstra, Introduction to Turing categories, Annals of Pure and Applied
Logic 12; 156(2-3):183-209, 2008,
where “a convenient setting for the categorical study of abstract notions of computability” is
presented, while acknowledging that “Longo and Moggi, in [30,29], made significant contributions
to this programme. While their main motivation seems to have been the development of categorical
settings for the study of computability at higher types (as opposed to elementary recursion theory),
they formulated the appropriate categorical concepts corresponding to Gödel numberings and
parametrization.”1
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A methodological reflection on the “tools from continua” used in the proofs is presented in:
- G. Longo. “Continuous structures and analytic methods in computer science”. Invited Lecture. In
Courcelle, editor, Ninth Colloquium on Trees in Algebra and Programming (CAAP 84), pp. 1-22.
Cambridge University Press, 1984.
The exchange with Kreisel had a role also in suggesting the theme of this 1984 lecture.
This interplay of “continuous vs discrete” structures, as for symmetries for example, is relevant also in
Biological theorizing; e.g. in
- G. Longo, M. Montévil, Perspectives on Organisms: Biological time, symmetries and
singularities, Springer, 2014;
- G. Longo “Information and Causality: Mathematical Reflections on Cancer Biology”, in print.

